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Ultra-high sensitivity detection of quantum-scale displacements in cavity optomechanics optimises
the combined errors from measurement back-action and imprecisions from incoming quantum noises.
This sets the well-known Standard Quantum Limit (SQL). Normal quantum cavity optomechanics
allows cooling and detection of a single degree of freedom, along the cavity axis. However, a
recent breakthrough that allows quantum ground-state cooling of levitated nanoparticles [Delic et
al, arXiv:1911.04406], is uniquely 3D in character, with coupling along the x, y and z axes. We
investigate current experiments and show that the underlying behaviour is far from the addition of
independent 1D components and that ground-state cooling and sensing analysis must consider- to
date neglected- 3D hybridisation effects. We characterise the additional 3D spectral contributions
and find direct and indirect hybridising pathways can destructively interfere suppressing of 3D
effects at certain parameters in order to approach, and possibly surpass, the SQL. We identify a
sympathetic cooling mechanism that can enhance cooling of weaker coupled modes, arising from
optomechanically induced correlations.
The coupling of mechanical motion to the optical mode
of a cavity permits not only strong cooling but also ultra-
sensitive displacement detection, and has led to advances
ranging from quantum ground state cooling of mechan-
ical oscillators [1, 2] to detection of gravitational waves
by LIGO [3]. Optomechanics employing levitated dielec-
tric particles has recently also experienced rapid devel-
opment [4, 5]. The unique potential of levitated cavity
optomechanics in terms of decoupling from environmen-
tal heating and decoherence, coupled with the sensitivity
of displacement sensing offered by optical cavities was al-
ready recognised in 2010 [6–8]. Actual experimental re-
alisations represent a formidable technical challenge: the
levitated nanoparticle must be cooled from room tem-
peratures, and is initially millions of quanta above the
quantum ground state.
Most initial proposals were for self-trapping set-ups
[7, 9, 10], with trapping and cooling both provided by the
cavity modes [11], but this failed to allow stable trapping
at high vacuum [10–12]. In order to overcome this road-
block, hybrid set-ups combining for instance a tweezer
and cavity traps [6, 13]; or a hybrid electro-optical trap
[14, 15], or a tweezer and near-field of a photonic crystal
[16], allowed some progress towards the ultimate goal of
quantum ground state cooling.
This year, an important breakthrough was the realisa-
tion that the tweezer trapping light coherently scattered
(CS) into an undriven cavity offers major advantages [17–
19]: the resulting optomechanical couplings along every
axis can be comparatively large even for modest mean
cavity photon numbers, minimising the deleterious ef-
fects of photon scattering [20–22]. As a result, quantum
cooling of the centre of mass of a levitated nanoparticle
to phonon occupancies nx < 1 along the x axis (see Fig.1
∗ t.monteiro@ucl.ac.uk
for definition of axes) ) was recently reported [23].
Here we investigate the 3D cooling and displacement
sensing for CS systems. We obtain expressions for 3D
spectra that reproduce experimental features, and yield
excellent agreement with stochastic numerics using the
tweezer and cavity potentials without linearisation. We
consider direct intermode couplings overlooked previ-
ously and find they introduce interference pathways that
can (tunably) cancel hybridisation between modes, with-
out which the spectra and SQL analysis cannot in gen-
eral be understood. While multi-mechanical-mode set-
ups are not unusual in cavity optomechanics, typically
those modes have widely differing quality factors or effec-
tive masses. In contrast, the fully equivalent and strongly
cooled modes here offer a new and unparalleled range
of hybridisation and mutual back-action effects. In the
experimental regimes of [23], we find that a strongly-
cooledd x mode is cooled to phonon occupancy nx ∼ 1,
but conclude that inclusion of hybridisation effects is es-
sential for reliable thermometry. Separately, a weakly-
coupled y mode experiences sympathetic cooling mecha-
nism that lowers ny significantly, due to optomechanical
correlations, analogous to the ponderomotive squeezing
mechanism, but between mechanical modes.
Displacement sensing.— For a cavity mode aˆ, displace-
ment sensing will involve a measurement of some quadra-
ture of the optical field QˆΦ = e−iΦaˆ+eiΦaˆ†, with coupling
to a mechanical displacement qˆ, usually set by the cav-
ity axis, with coupling strength g described by the well
known equation of linearised optomechanics:
QˆΦ(ω) = igη(Φ)qˆ(ω) +
√
κQ˜Φin, (1)
where Q˜Φin represent measurement imprecision, typically
from incoming quantum photon shot-noise, while κ is
the cavity linewidth. η(Φ) ≡ η(Φ)(ω) is the optical sus-
ceptibility, describing the spectral shape of the cavity
resonance. Understanding the Standard Quantum Limit
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2FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of 3D cooling set-up in levitated
optomechanics: a nanoparticle held by a tweezer trap within
a cavity. The cavity is undriven, but is populated by pho-
tons coherently scattered from the tweezer. The nanoparti-
cle is placed at a point φ ' kx(c)0 from the anti-node of the
cavity field. Cooling and detection of the centre of mass dis-
placement in 3D along x, y, z is possible. (b) The pattern
of coherent photon scattering (taken from [21]) into the cav-
ity depends on the tilt θ of the tweezer polarization axis. (c)
Compares displacement PSDs using analytical expressions for
the 3D theory (dashed lines) with stochastic numerics using
the tweezer and cavity potentials (solid lines). The latter
does not assume any values for the optomechanical coupling
strengths or equilibrium positions, and includes nonlineari-
ties. x (black), y (red) and z (blue). Agreement between
analytics and numerics is excellent. The high degree of hy-
bridisation of x, y modes results in a prominent double-peaked
structure (even for ∆ ωk ) for (i) low φ (top panel), because
of direct coupling gxy and (ii) large φ ∼ 0.4pi (bottom panel)
because of indirect cavity mediated coupling gxgy. In con-
trast, suppression of hybridisation is seen at φ ≈ pi/4 (middle
panel), where destructive interference between the direct and
indirect pathways decouples the modes. Parameters in (a)
similar to the experiment in [21]: input power Pin = 0.17W,
∆ = −300 kHz; however sphere radius R0 = 100nm and
finesse F = 150, 000 are slightly larger, with gas pressure
P = 10−6 mbar, and θ = 0.2pi.
(SQL) of displacement sensing in optomechanics usually
proceeds via analysis of errors in Eq. (1) or related forms.
In 3D, the measured optical quadrature in general cou-
ples to displacements qˆj along all directions j = x, y, z:
QˆΦ(ω) = i
∑
j
gjη
(Φj)qˆj(ω) +
√
κQ˜Φin, (2)
where Φj ≡ Φ for the normal optomechanical case where
displacement couples to the amplitude of the light, but
Φj ≡ Φ−pi/2 for the new scenario in the CS experiments
[20–22] where it can couple to the optical phase quadra-
ture. Above, η(Φ) = e−iΦχ(ω,−∆, κ)−eiΦχ∗(−ω,−∆, κ)
where χ(ω,−∆, κ) = [−i(ω+ ∆) + κ2 ]−1 and ∆ is the de-
tuning of the light from the cavity resonance.
In the well-known quantum linear theory (QLT) of cav-
ity optomechanics [1, 2], the 1D case is straightforward:
the displacement spectra are calculated from cavity am-
plified noise fluctuations D˜1Dj , comprising thermal fluc-
tuations of the mechanical modes in addition to the fluc-
tuations representing the back-action effect of the incom-
ing photon shot-noise. Neglecting certain normalisation
terms (see [24] for full-details) we have:
qˆj(ω) ≡ D˜1Dj '
√
ΓQ˜thermj (ω) + i
√
κgjµj(ω)Q˜
(Φ=0)
in (3)
where Γ is a mechanical damping, and µj(ω) =
χ(ω, ωj ,Γ)−χ∗(−ω, ωj ,Γ) is a mechanical susceptibility
function that determines the back-action spectrum gen-
erated by incoming quantum shot noise Q˜
(Φ=0)
in (ω). In
the above 1D equations, the Q˜thermj (ω) might represent
the true signal we wish to measure, while the imprecision
and measurement back-action contributions in Eqs. (1)
and (3) represent measurement errors: minimising their
combined effect yields the well-known SQL [1, 2].
With a simple adjustment to relate the intracavity field
to the cavity output field via input-output relations, the
corresponding PSD of the measured signal is used to es-
timate a displacement spectrum SQˆΦQˆΦ ' g2|η(Φ)|2S1Dqq
in the 1D case. A key question is whether one might
straightforwardly extend to the 3D displacement spec-
tra by simply considering the sum of the independent
PSD contributions SQˆΦQˆΦ '
∑
j=x,y,z g
2
j |η(Φj)|2S1Dqjqj .
We show below that this is not the case.
3D Cavity optomechanics.— As a first approximation
to a 3D system, one might simply replace, in Eq. (2),
qˆj(ω)→ D˜1Dj and directly obtain the PSD for the homo-
dyne spectrum, in other words replace the displacement
noises by their 1D equivalents. We note that even in this
straightforward case, the error analysis does not simply
yield a sum of the 1D PSDs S1Dqjqj : while the thermal
contributions are uncorrelated and thus contribute in-
dependently to the PSDs, the separate back-actions are
all correlated with each other and with the imprecision
noises. This is important: even in the 1D case, cor-
relations between back-action and imprecision underlie
well-known observed quantum spectral signatures such
as sideband asymmetries and optical (ponderomotive)
squeezing. Correlations between optical back action and
imprecision noise also play an important role in LIGO
displacement sensing [25].
Our key findings is that we find additional, genuinely
3D, contributions and we can write the displacement
noise spectrum in the form:
qˆj(ω) ' D˜1Dj +
∑
k 6=j
G3Djk (ω)D˜1Dk (4)
from which we can obtain all PSDs analytically. Specif-
ically, each displacement, in addition to the usual 1D
3noises terms, receives contributions from the 1D noises
of the other two degrees of freedom, determined by a 3D
coupling function G3Djk (ω) which we can give in closed
form and which quantifies the deviation from 1D be-
haviour (numerical precision includes higher order cor-
rection terms, see [24], though for clarity we discuss only
the lowest order here).
To understand G3Djk (ω), we revisit the quadratic forms
of the Hamiltonians of linearised optomechanics, ob-
tained by considering small displacements from an equi-
librium point (x0, y0, z0, α¯) where the mean photon num-
ber in the cavity is np = |α¯|2. Usually one writes
Hˆ/~ = hˆ(0) +
∑
j hˆ
(int)
j where hˆ
(0) = −∆aˆ†aˆ+∑j ωj bˆ†j bˆj ,
hˆ
(int)
j = gj(aˆ
†+ aˆ)qˆj , qˆj = bˆ
†
j + bˆj , and we have ∆ < 0 for
a red-detuned cavity.
However, the full Hamiltonian to quadratic order
should be Hˆ~ = hˆ
(0) +
∑
j hˆ
(int)
j +
∑
j<k gjkqˆj qˆk where the
last term on the right-hand side contains (previously ne-
glected) direct coupling terms of strength gjk. These are
distinct from nonlinear, position squared coupling terms
gj(aˆ
† + aˆ)qˆ2j which lead to observed sidebands at 2ωj in
optically trapped systems at higher temperatures [15, 21].
In particular, starting from the Hamiltonian including
gjk couplings, where we have assumed the usual ampli-
tude quadrature coupling, we obtain:
G3Djk (ω) =
iµj(ω)
Mj(ω)
[
iη(0)(ω)gjgk + gjk
]
. (5)
The prefactor, where µj(ω) is the mechanical susceptibil-
ity andMj = 1+g
2
jµjη
(0) is a function peaked around one
of the mechanical frequencies, i.e. ω ≈ ±ωj . However, it
is the terms in the square brackets that are of most inter-
est. One can see they describe the interference between
a direct, ∝ gjk, and a cavity mediated, indirect coupling,
∝ gjgk, between any two displacements. In other words,
suppressing or conversely, enhancing 3D dynamics will
involve either suppressing or correspondingly enhancing
the 3D coupling via destructive or constructive interfer-
ence of direct and indirect pathways near ω ≈ ωj .
Tweezer-cavity setup.— The above is quite generic to
an arbitrary 3D optomechanics set-up. Here we apply
this to the new experiments pioneered in [20, 21] which
involve levitating a dielectric nanoparticle in a tweezer
within a cavity. The tweezer polarization and the cavity
axis are tilted at an angle θ (see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)).
The cavity in these set-ups is undriven but is populated
entirely by light coherently scattered from the tweezer
field and the particle moves under the combined effect of
the tweezer trapping field and the coherently scattered
light as explained in [20, 21]. We give the full potential
in [24], but to a good approximation, the tweezer rep-
resents a trapping Hamiltonian equivalent to hˆ(0), while
FIG. 2. (a) Comparison between full 3D QLT (solid lines)
with the equivalent 1D QLT (dotted lines) for the PSDs of
the x, y, and z displacements (denoted by black, red, and
blue colors, respectively). While 3D QLT includes all op-
tomechanical couplings gx, gy, gz and gxy, gxz, gyz for the full
coupled problem, 1D QLT obtains three independent PSDs
S1Dqjqj with all couplings set to zero except gj . Parameters
are similar to Fig. 1, with -∆  ωj , but pressure is set to
P = 10−7 mbar for phonon occupancies near the quantum
regime n ∼ 1 − 3. While in general the x and y 3D PSDs
are strongly perturbed (have a double-peaked structure) we
see that for φ ' pi/4 (middle panels) they are very close to
their 1D forms as there is destructive interference between
direct and indirect pathways. The z mode contributes only
weakly as it is well separated in frequency. At lower (higher)
φ there are large differences between 1D and 3D PSDs due
to the direct (indirect) pathways as seen in the top (bottom)
panels. (b) For the optical output spectra (corresponding to
homodyne detection of the amplitude quadrature of the cavity
output, violet lines) the very large squeezing by the z mode at
φ ∼ 0 lowers the imprecision floor for the x and y PSDs. For
comparison we plot also the measurement back-action (BA)
spectra (green curves) obtained for P → 0. Dotted lines are
the 1D BA equivalent and once again, at φ = pi/4 these are
also very close to the 3D form.
the interaction with the cavity mode yields the potential:
Vˆint
~
= −Ed cos[φ+ k(xˆ sin θ + yˆ cos θ)]aˆe−iβ(zˆ) + H.c.
(6)
where φ ∼ kx(c)0 , x(c)0 is the displacement between
the tweezer focus and an antinode of the cavity (see
Fig. 1(a)), β(z) = kz − arctan(z/zR), zR is the Rayleigh
range, and Ed is the coupling rate determined by the par-
ticle polarisability and input power to the tweezer. Ex-
panding Vˆint to quadratic order provides the light-matter
couplings gj , the matter-matter couplings gkj as well as
corrections to the mechanical frequencies and the equi-
librium points (see [24] for details).
The direct coupling has not previously been consid-
ered in the experimental analysis [20–22] but we find
they can be of great importance; one can show that
4gxy ' −gxgy 2Re(α¯) cosφEd sin2 φ , while gjz ' gjgz
2Im(α¯)
Ed cosφ
for
j = x, y. Since α¯ ' iEdcos(φ)[∆ + iκ/2]−1 we then
readily find:
gxy ' gxgy
[
2∆ cot2 φ
∆2 + κ
2
4
]
, gjz ' gjgz
[
κ
∆2 + κ
2
4
]
(7)
Thus depending on the positioning, ∆ or κ, the direct
couplings contribution can be similar or exceed the cavity
mediated coupling.
In Fig. 1(c) we compare analytical, closed form PSDs
we obtained with 3D QLT and Eq. (4), with direct
solutions of the nonlinear Langevin equations of mo-
tion, using the tweezer and cavity potential functions.
In the latter, the gj and gjk are not parameters but
rather simply emergent properties in the limit of low-
amplitude displacements. The symmetrised analytical
quantum spectra show excellent agreement with numer-
ics in both quantum regimes as well as thermal (higher
pressure regimes) provided the latter are cooled enough
so that nonlinearities do not generate additional peaks
in the optical spectra [15]. Furthermore, Fig. 1(c) also
demonstrates the importance of the previously neglected
gkj terms: in particular, leading to double peaked struc-
tures (x − y hybridisation) for φ ' 0 where cavity me-
diated coupling gxgy ' 0 terms are negligible, as well
as φ → pi/2, where gxy → 0, but the cavity mediated
coupling from gxgy are strong.
However the φ = pi/4 case is the most interesting and
represents a key finding: here the x-y hybridisation al-
most fully vanishes. Although both direct and indirect
contributions are strong they interfere destructively. We
can show that iη(0)(ω) → −2∆(κ/2)2+∆2 if -∆  ω (and we
are interested primarily in the region ω ∼ ωj). Thus for
large −∆, using Eqs. (5) and (7), we can readily show
G3Dxy (ω) ' gxgy
[ −2∆
∆2 + (κ/2)2
] [
1− cot2 φ] , (8)
and the x, y coupling G3Dxy (ω) thus vanishes.
We note φ ' pi/4, does not exactly correspond to
kx
(c)
0 = kλ/8, as there is an additional disturbance from
co-trapping. Double structures are seen in the experi-
mental x traces (see Fig. 3(c) of [21]), directly detected
via scattered light, which we tentatively attribute to hy-
bridisation even for a particle placed λ/8 from the antin-
ode. The situation for the G3Djz (ω) couplings is different
as the z coupling is of the (non-standard for optome-
chanics) form gzi(aˆ
† − aˆ)zˆ. The cancellation of z is par-
tial, but nevertheless, all 3D couplings are attenuated for
-∆ ωj , κ (see [24] for details). Mixing with z is weaker
as typically, ωz  ωx, ωy.
The transition from 3D to a near decoupled 1D regime
seen above is further illustrated in Fig. 2 (left panels)
where we have compared the PSDs obtained from 1D
QLT (all G3Djk = 0) with PSDs from the full 3D QLT. In
FIG. 3. Analysis of ground-state cooling experiments [23].
(a) Analytical Sxx(ω) PSDs reproduce well key experimen-
tal features of the blue and red sidebands. φ = pi/2 so we
conclude there is pure cavity mediated coupling ∝ gxgy as
gxy ' 0. Also, gx  gy since θ ' 0.47 − 0.49pi (b) Shows
1D vs 3D phonon occupancies nx, ny. The results in (a)
and (b) expose several remarkable features. (i) The sharp
peak at ω ' ωy, previously attributed to Syy(ω), in fact
arises mainly from hybridisation, hence the corresponding
area should be considered in thermometry to validate mea-
surements of nx < 1. (ii) The narrow hybridisation peak
shows very different asymmetry from the main broad ω ' ωx
feature (see right panels of (a), showing both sidebands) so
sideband asymmetry can only be measured from overall side-
band area, not sideband heights. (iii) Surprisingly ny(3D)
can be almost an order of magnitude lower than ny(1D), due
to a novel optomechanical sympathetic cooling effect; the ny
minimum is displaced from the usual optomechanical cool-
ing maximum at ωy = −∆. Dotted line plots in (b) results
from the standard cooling formula of optomechanics that gives
perfect agreement for 1D analytics, particularly for the weak
coupled y mode. R0 = 71.5, F = 73, 000, P = 10−6 mbar.
Detailed analysis is in [24].
Fig. 2 (right panels) we also look at the effect of pon-
deromotive quantum squeezing both for thermal regimes
(P = 10−7 mbar) as well as in the quantum back-action
limit (P = 0). We see that as the x, y, z contributions
interfere, the strong squeezing by one mode (z) can lower
the noise imprecision floor for the other x, y modes (up-
per right panel).
In Fig. 3 we apply our theoretical analysis to the recent
ground-state cooling experiments of [23] which are in the
regime of φ = pi/2 (pure cavity-mediated coupling) and
θ ' 0.47− 0.49pi (hence gx  gy). We reproduce the key
experimental features but our analysis shows that the
standard 1D analysis currently employed e.g. [23] may
not yield accurate thermometry and that hybridisation-
5related effects should be considered to establish whether
the precise nx < 1 threshold has been crossed (see [24]
for details).
Conclusions.— We have shown that 3D optomechani-
cal displacement sensing can be far from a trivial sum of
PSDs associated to the xˆ, yˆ, and zˆ degrees of freedom.
Although our work focusses on specifically on recent ex-
periments on 3D cooling of levitated nanospheres, some
of the conclusions are generic. We show one may be able
switch on and switch off some of the additional 3D effects
and that these can give advantages in terms of exceed-
ing usual quantum back action limited occupancies for
a given coordinate. 3D optomechanics opens the way to
new forms of force and displacement sensing, including
sensing the direction as well as magnitude.
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1SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Below we provide additional details of calculations in the main manuscript. In Section I we discuss further our
analysis of the recent experiment reporting ground state cooling of levitated nanoparticles. In Section II we discuss
suppression of hybridisation with the z motion. In Section III we provide details of the derivation of our 3D QLT
(Quantum Linear Theory) of optomechanics expressions. Finally in Section IV we review details of the potentials
in the coherent scattering system and their linearisation in order to infer the optomechanical couplings gj as well as
direct couplings gjk for j, k = x, y, z.
S1. ANALYSIS OF GROUND-STATE COOLING EXPERIMENTS
In this section we discuss the recent experiment reported in [S1] which employs the 3D coherent scattering setup
discussed in the main text. The experiment places the particle at the node (φ = pi/2) and is thus in regime of
pure indirect, cavity-mediated coupling, which differs significantly from the regimes where direct/indirect pathways
compete and cancel. Nonetheless, there are other novel and important features. The analysis confirms that the
xˆ-motion is close to the ground state and identifies new effects in the xˆ and yˆ displacement spectra stemming from
hybridisation between the xˆ to the yˆ motions. In particular, we find non-negligible corrections to phonon occupancies
in both modes.
FIG. S1. Shows PSDs corresponding to xˆ and yˆ motions depicted using blue and green lines, respectively. The red (black)
line correspond to the detuning ∆ = −2pi× 580kHz (∆ = −2pi× 380kHz) reported in [S1]. The PSDs are in units of Hz−1 but
scaled as indicated for visibility. (Left panel) PSDs for xˆ-motion at different detunings ∆ showing two notable features: (i) as
the detuning approaches −∆ ∼ ωx, the x motion is optomechanically cooled to occupancies close to the ground state. (ii) as ∆
is lowered, since gx  gy, the optical spring effect reduces ωx, but leaves ωy unperturbed, resulting in a frequency degeneracy
ωx ∼ ωy that enhances hybridization effects and 3D heating/cooling channels. In particular, we note that Sxx, the xˆ PSD,
contains a sharp peak at ω ' ωy due to the hybridisation. (Middle panel) yˆ-motion PSD Syy(ω). The new 3D hybridisation
affect cause significant cooling when the mechanical frequencies are degenerate (black line). (Right panel) Phonon occupancies
nx and ny as a function of detuning, where 1D (3D) indicates a simplified one-dimensional (full three dimensional) analysis.
We note that the phonon occupancy for the xˆ-motion indicates nx(3D) > nx(1D). The yˆ-motion is cooled most effectively at
the hybridization point, ωy ∼ ωx. This latter effect is in contrast with the behaviour expected from a simplified 1D analysis,
where cooling is most effective at −∆ = ωy. Black dashed lines denote results from standard optomechanics cooling formula
(see Eq.(S11)). We take θ = 0.47pi.
We have the following x-y hybridisation coupling strengths (see also Sec. S4 here):
G3Dxy (ω) =
iµx(ω)
Mx(ω)
[
iη(0)(ω)gxgy + gxy
]
and G3Dyx (ω) =
iµy(ω)
My(ω)
[
iη(0)(ω)gxgy + gxy
]
. (S1)
2However, as the nanoparticle is located at a cavity node, φ = pi/2, they involve only the indirect cavity-field mediated
coupling terms ∝ η(0)(ω)gxgy since the direct coupling coefficients vanish, i.e. gxy = 0. Hence the x-y hybridisation
couplings in the case of pure cavity-mediated interactions reduce to:
G3Djk = −
µjη0gjgk
1 + g2jµjη0
, (S2)
where j, k denote the indices x and y. Interestingly, although in this configuration the cavity contains very few
photons (only components at the Stokes/anti-Stokes frequencies), the indirect couplings still play a very important
role.
In addition, the tweezer tilt-angle is set to values θ ≈ pi/2, thus gy  gx, so one expects strong cooling exclusively
along the x direction. However, the heterodyne detected PSDs showed prominent peaks at ω ' ωy (shifted by the
reference oscillator) thus one infers that gy 6= 0 so θ 6= pi/2. Allowing for an uncertainty in the tweezer tilt of a few
degrees, we have thus assumed θ = (0.47− 0.49)pi to be consistent with the observations. For θ = 0.47× pi, we obtain
gx ≈ 2pi × 80kHz and gy ≈ 2pi × 8kHz, thus gx ≈ 10gy.
A further detail of the observed data motivates a very small (10%) adjustment of the tweezer waist dimensions.
Fig. S1 shows an optical-spring induced frequency degeneracy between the x and y modes at ∆ ≈ −400 kHz, which is
a feature of the experiments. In order to get agreement in the x, y frequencies as well as the frequency degeneracy, the
tweezer waist values wx = 0.66µm and wy = 0.77µm in [S1] were reduced slightly to wx = 0.600µm and wy = 0.705µm,
which is consistent with inherent experimental uncertainties in the tweezer geometry.
Fig. S1 illustrates key features of the experimental regime in [S1], including the optical-spring induced degeneracy,
the cooling dynamics, and the hybridisation. This is the scenario we now analyse. The z motion has a frequency
ωz  ωx, ωy, and can thus be neglected in the simplified analysis below (but is included in the numerics). In this
regime the x and y mechanical motions form a system of coupled equations, which in frequency space take the form:
xˆ = D˜1Dx + G3Dxy yˆ, (S3)
yˆ = D˜1Dy + G3Dyx xˆ. (S4)
The terms D˜1Dx and D˜1Dy denote the optical and mechanical noises which would be present already in a one-dimensional
analysis, and the hybridization couplings G3Djk are given in Eq. (S2).
A. Analysis of the y motion
Substituting Eq.(S3) into Eq.(S4) we find:
yˆ = D˜1Dy + G3Dyx [D˜1Dx + G3Dxy yˆ], (S5)
showing that the optomechanics introduces correlations between the x and y motions although the corresponding
thermal noise fields are uncorrelated. As we are operating relatively far from the backaction limit, we neglect in the
first instance the optical noises and hence the optically induced correlations between D˜1Dx and D˜1Dy . We note however
that the above optomechanically induced correlations between the x and y modes are somewhat analogous to the
well-studies correlations between optical and mechanical modes induced by optomechanical backaction.
As x is strongly cooled, we can in this case neglect the D˜1Dx term. Hence,
yˆ ' (1− G3Dyx G3Dxy )−1D˜1Dy = N−1(ω)D˜1Dy , (S6)
and thus we arrive at an an approximate expression for the PSD of yˆ:
S3Dyy '
S1Dyy
|N (ω)|2 . (S7)
Fig. S2 compares the above N -rescaled PSD with the full analytical expressions, showing that the rescaling of the
1D sideband accurately accounts for the differences between the 3D and 1D PSDs including the relative heating and
cooling.
In summary, around the frequency-degeneracy, there is strong (about factor 7) cooling of the y motion due to the
x-y correlations and the backaction of y on x, i.e. the y mode is, via the cavity, coupled to x, and in turn the x mode,
because of this cavity-mediated coupling, acquires a component correlated with the y thermal noises. We identify
this as a new mechanism for “sympathetic cooling” of the y mode, due entirely to the strongly coupled (and strongly
cooled) x mode.
3FIG. S2. Phonon occupancies nx and ny as a function of detuning showing that the 3D PSDs may be accurately estimated
by a simple model that rescales the 1D PSDs (Eq.(S7) for y and Eq.(S9); results showing the rescaled PSDs (in red) are in
excellent agreement with the full 3D expressions.
B. Analysis of the x motion
The x motion can be analysed in similar manner, by substituting Eq.(S4) into Eq.(S3) which readily gives
xˆ = N−1(ω)
[
D˜1Dx + G3Dxy D˜1Dy
]
. (S8)
Analogously, we find the PSD:
S3Dxx ' S1Dxx +
|G3Dxy |2
|N |2 S
1D
yy ' S1Dxx + |G3Dxy |2S3Dyy , (S9)
where we have made the further approximation, based on inspection of the form of N (ω), that S1Dxx ' S1Dxx |N |−2 ; in
other words, the backaction of highly cooled x motion on the PSD of x, arising from its coupling to y, is relatively
unimportant. The important difference between the S3Dxx and S
1D
xx arises from the second term in Eq.(S9). This latter
term is not an interference term, but an additive term, which always results in additional heating, and it provides the
sharply peaked feature around ω ' ωy.
This feature has previously been neglected, but its contribution to the sideband area should be included for accurate
thermometry.
We note that the x sideband is strongly affected by the optomechanical spring effect. It is straightforward to adapt
the usual analysis for this x−y coupled case. One obtains the usual self-energy [S2] and (see Sec.IV for more details):
Σx ≡ g
2
xη
(0)
1 + g2yµyη
(0)
. (S10)
from whence we find the change of the damping, δΓ, and the shift of frequency that represents the optical spring
effect, δω, using the following expressions [S2]:
δΓj =
Im(Σj(ωj))
ωj
, δωj =
Re(Σj(ωj))
2ωj
, (S11)
where ωj denotes the mechanical frequency. Note the g
2
y correction in the denominator of the self-energy; setting this
to zero yields the standard 1D optomechanical cooling formula.
In Fig. S1 we compared phonon occupancies (black dashed lines, right panel) obtained in this way nx ' nBγg/Γx
where the thermal bath occupancy nB = kT/(~ωx) for T = 300K. We note that the effect of this g2y correction is small
and the significant effects in heating of x arise rather from the hybridisation correction (the last term in Eq.(S9)).
4C. Analysis of heterodyne-detected spectra: thermometry and sideband asymmetry
In [S1] the area under heterodyne-detected sidebands was evaluated to estimate phonon occupancies. However, the
sharp peak at ω ∼ ωy was excluded. A 3D analysis including hybridisation indicates this is likely to underestimate
the area and hence the final phonon occupancy. It is interesting to estimate what proportion of the peak is due to y
motion (and hence should be discounted when estimating nx) and what proportion is due to hybridisation and thus
contributes to the calculation of the energy in the x motion.
Heterodyne detection will detect y motion with amplitude ∝ g2y|η(0)(ω)|2S3Dyy (ω), (where frequencies are shifted by
the appropriate reference oscillator). We have shown that the 3D PSDs may be accurately estimated by a simple model
employing rescaled PSDs (Eq.(S7) for y and Eq.(S9) for x. In turn, the hybridisation component in the heterodyne
spectra is given by the second term in Eq.(S9) but its heterodyne detection amplitude scales with g2x|η(0)(ω)|2.
The y : x component ratios may be estimated 1 : R where
R =
g2x
g2y
|G3Dxy (ω ' ωy)|2 (S12)
It is straightforward to plot the function |G3Dxy (ω)|2 and given g
2
x
g2y
' 100, we obtain R = 1.8 at ∆ = −580 kHz.
In the hybridisation region ∆ = −380 − 420 kHz, we find R ≈ 3 − 5 thus ≈ 70 − 90% of the sharp peak is due to
hybridisation and hence contributes to nx thermometry. For the strongest cooling data, however at ∆ = −300 kHz,
we find R = 1.1 thus in the strongest x cooling region, only half the ω ' ωy peak is due to hybridisation.
From the above analysis, we can see that the sharp peak to a good approximation carries the asymmetry of the
y motion. If one eliminates asymmetry introduced by the cavity susceptibility function |η(0)(ω)|2 , the underlying
asymmetry of the sharp ω ' ωy peak is ny(3D)+1 : ny(3D). In contrast, the asymmetry of the broad feature is closer
to nx(1D) + 1 : nx(1D).
This is in sharp contrast to the usual scenario in optomechanics where the red and blue sidebands have exactly the
same shape but are simply rescaled by a factor n/(n + 1) where n is the appropriate occupancy. Here, the unusual
hybridisation means that the full area of the sidebands including the y peak must be considered in order to estimate
nx(3D) from sideband asymmetry.
S2. SUPPRESSION OF z HYBRIDISATION
In the main text we found that a remarkable transition from 3D to a near decoupled 1D regime occurs for −∆ ωx,y
and φ = pi/4, in between the 3D (direct coupled, φ ' 0) and 3D (indirect, cavity mediated. φ ' pi/2) regimes. This
results from the cancellation between the direct gxy coupling and the cavity mediated gxgyη
(0) terms; and underlying
reason for this surprising near exact cancellation is that gxy ∝ Re(α¯) where α¯ is the mean cavity field, which follows
the cavity resonance, that in turn determines the form of η(0).
However, the situation for the G3Djz (ω) couplings is similar but more involved (j 6= z) so the destructive cancellation
is less complete. A peculiarity of the system is that the z coupling is of the form gzi(aˆ
† − aˆ)zˆ, i.e. the displacement
couples to the momentum quadrature of the cavity. In this case, G3Djz (ω) = iµj(ω)Mj(ω)
[−iη(pi/2)(ω)gjgz + gjz], but
G3Dzj (ω) = iµz(ω)Mz(ω)
[
iη(pi/2)(ω)gzgj + gjz)
]
. In other words, G3Djz 6= G3Dzj and both couplings cannot be suppressed
simultaneously. In any case, using the equation from the main text:
gxy ' gxgy
[
2∆ cot2 φ
∆2 + κ
2
4
]
, gjz ' gjgz
[
κ
∆2 + κ
2
4
]
(S13)
and for large values of -∆ where iη(pi/2) → κ−2iω∆2+(κ/2)2 , we find that G3Djz (ω) ∝ 2gjgziω∆2+(κ/2)2 and G3Dzj (ω) ∝ 2gjgz [κ+iω]∆2+(κ/2)2 .
Thus even where there is destructive interference, only the real part of G3Djz (ω) is fully cancelled. Nevertheless, all
3D couplings are attenuated for -∆ ωj , κ. Further, since fortunately since ωz  ωx,y, hybridisation between z and
the other two modes is generally weaker than between x and y which are close in frequency. Thus it is possible to
tune quite strongly into the decoupled 1D regime.
5S3. QUANTUM LINEAR THEORY (QLT)
A. Standard optomechanics QLT
In this section we briefly review the framework of quantum linear theory (QLT) of optomechanics. Optically
levitated systems [S3, S4] generally involve multiple optical and mechanical modes. Such multi-mode systems (N
optical and M mechanical degrees of freedom) are typically described by the well-studied linearised Hamiltonian [S5]:
Hˆ =
l=N∑
l=1
−∆laˆ†l aˆl +
k=M∑
k=1
ωk bˆ
†
k bˆk −
∑
k,l
g
(l)
k (aˆ
†
l + aˆl)(bˆ
†
k + bˆk) (S14)
where aˆl (aˆ
†
l ) is the annihilation (creation) operator for optical mode l, and bˆk (bˆ
†
k) for mechanical mode k. ∆l is the
detuning between the input laser and the cavity mode l, while ωk is the natural frequency of the mechanical oscillator,
and g
(l)
k is the light-enhanced coupling strength between an optical mode and a mechanical mode. For simplicity,
dissipation is characterised by a single optical damping rate, κ, and a single mechanical damping rate, Γ (though
more complex scenarios, for example with multiple mirror losses, can be easily incorporated).
A set of 2(N + M) quantum Langevin equations of motion are obtained from Eq. (S14) by adding input noises.
For example, for the single mode N = M = 1 case, where all g
(l)
k ≡ g, we have:
˙ˆa(t)
˙ˆa†(t)
˙ˆ
b(t)
˙ˆ
b†(t)
 =

i∆− κ2 0 ig ig
0 −i∆− κ2 −ig −ig
ig ig −iω − Γ2 0
−ig −ig 0 iω − Γ2


aˆ(t)
aˆ†(t)
bˆ(t)
bˆ†(t)
+

√
κaˆin(t)√
κaˆ†in(t)√
Γbˆin(t)√
Γbˆ†in(t)
 , (S15)
where aˆin (bˆin) is the optical (mechanical) input noise. The above equation even for arbitrary numbers of modes can
be cast in matrix form:
c˙(t) = Ac(t) + cin(t), (S16)
where the vector c =
(
aˆ1 aˆ
†
1...aˆN aˆ
†
N bˆ1 bˆ
†
1...bˆM bˆ
†
M
)T
, the matrix A contains the frequencies of the problem, and
cin are Gaussian input noises (incoming quantum shot noise in the ideal case in the optical modes and thermal noise
for the mechanical noises).
Multi-mode theoretical PSDs are efficiently computed using a the Linear Amplifier Model [S6]. For the LAM,
the first step involves transforming the equations of motion into frequency space. The coupled equations are then
manipulated analytically (or even numerically if unavoidable) to recast the matrix equation of the equations of motion
in the form:
c(ω) = Tcin(ω), (S17)
where T(ω) = (−iωI−A)−1 and I is the identity. T is a transformation matrix that characterises the transduction
of the input noises into the mechanical and optical field fluctuations, somewhat analogous to the effect of a linear
amplifier. The linear amplifier model is very powerful as one may in principle obtain the vector of all PSDs of all
modes in one go:
Scc†(ω) = T(ω)NT
†(ω), (S18)
where 〈
cin(ω)[cin(ω)]
†〉 = N, (S19)
and N is a diagonal matrix of elements:
N = diag
(
γ1(n¯1 + 1) γ1n¯1 · · · γn(n¯n + 1) γnn¯n
)
. (S20)
The nk represent the occupancy of the respective baths, thus nk = 0 for quantum shot noise in the optical modes but
nk ' kT/~ωk for thermally occupied phonon modes. Typically, one can set γk ≡ κ for optical modes and γk ≡ Γ for
the mechanical modes. For levitated systems there is no cryogenic cooling and T = 300K.
The solutions aˆl(ω) of the optical field denote here the intra-cavity field, while the actual detected cavity output
field is then obtained using the input-output relation aˆoutl (ω) = aˆ
in
l (ω)−
√
κaˆl(ω)) for the respective optical mode.
6B. 1D QLT with amplitude or phase optical coupling
In this section we consider one mechanical mode, bˆj , and one optical mode, aˆ, with two types of couplings: (i)
gj(bˆ
†
j + bˆj)(aˆ
†+ aˆ) and (ii) gj(bˆ
†
j + bˆj)i(aˆ
†− aˆ). The former case (i) is the usual optomechanical coupling between the
mechanical mode and the amplitude quadrature of light which has been reviewed in Sec. S3 A. To obtain the PSD
one can restrict the general multi-mode result in Eq. (S18) to the case of one optical and one mechanical degree of
freedom by setting N = M = 1. Alternatively, an explicit calculation of the PSD can be performed by following the
steps from Eqs. (S17)-(S20). Specifically, from Eq. (S15) one first moves to the frequency space and solves for the
displacement operator qˆ(ω) = bˆ(ω) + bˆ†(ω), i.e. the displacement operator is expressed in terms of noises aˆin(ω) and
bˆin(ω). The PSD can then be readily obtained by evaluating the expectation value using Eqs. (S19) and (S20). The
latter case (ii), where the mechanical mode is now coupled to the phase quadrature of light, can be analysed using
analogous steps. Specifically, one first obtains the quantum Langevin equations with the modified coupling and then
follows the steps in Eqs. (S17)-(S20).
For both cases (i) and (ii) we can write the displacement operator using the notation adopted in the main text:
qˆj(ω) ≡ D˜1Dj = M−1j
[√
ΓQ˜thermj + i
√
κgjµjQ˜
in
Φ
]
, (S21)
where we have the normalization factor
Mj(ω) = 1 + g
2
jµj(ω)η
(Φ)(ω), (S22)
the mechanical susceptibilities
µj(ω) = χ(ω, ωj ,Γ)− χ∗(−ω, ωj ,Γ), (S23)
the mechanical noise
Q˜thermj (ω) = χ(ω, ωj ,Γ)bˆ
in
j (ω) + χ
∗(−ω, ωj ,Γ)bˆinj †(ω), (S24)
the optical susceptibility
η(Φ)(ω) = e−iΦχ(ω,−∆, κ)− eiΦχ∗(−ω,−∆, κ), (S25)
the optical noise
Q˜inΦ (ω) = e
−iΦχ(ω,−∆, κ)aˆin(ω) + eiΦχ∗(−ω,−∆, κ)aˆ†in(ω), (S26)
and we have defined
χ(ω, ωj ,Γ) =
[
−i(ω − ωj) + Γ
2
]−1
. (S27)
The above are (almost) the standard expressions for the 1D quantum linear theory (QLT) of optomechanics. The
only difference is that we specify an angle Φ for the optical noise, such that Φ = 0 for standard optomechanical
coupling, i.e. coordinates coupled to the amplitude quadrature of light, but Φ = pi/2 for the coordinates coupled to
the phase quadrature of light (such as the z coordinate in the experiments in [S7]).
C. 3D QLT with amplitude and phase optical coupling
In this section we consider three mechanical degrees of freedom that are coupled to both the amplitude and phase
quadratures of the optical degree of freedom. Specifically, we consider the interaction Hamiltonian given by:
Vˆint
~
= −
∑
j
gjY qˆj Yˆ −
∑
j
gjP qˆjPˆ −
∑
j<k
gjkqˆj qˆk, (S28)
7where Yˆ = aˆ†+ aˆ and Pˆ = i(aˆ†− aˆ), and qˆj = bˆ†j + bˆj denotes the mechanical degrees of freedom xˆ, yˆ, zˆ. The starting
point of the analysis are again the equations of motion written in frequency domain:
qˆj(ω) =JjY (ω)Yˆ (ω) + JjP (ω)Pˆ (ω) +
∑
k 6=j
Jjk(ω)qˆk(ω) +
√
ΓQ˜thermj (ω), (S29)
Yˆ (ω) =
∑
j
JY j(ω)qˆj(ω) +
√
κY˜in(ω), (S30)
Pˆ (ω) =
∑
j
JPj(ω)qˆj(ω) +
√
κP˜in(ω), (S31)
where Jjk(ω) = igjkµj(ω) (for j = x, y, z, and k = x, y, z, Y, P ), JY j(ω) = i(g˜jχ(ω,−∆, κ) − g˜∗jχ∗(−ω,−∆, κ)),
JPj(ω) = (g˜jχ(ω,−∆, κ) + g˜∗jχ∗(−ω,−∆, κ)), and we have defined the complex-valued couplings g˜j = gjY + igjP .
Note that in the main text, where we discuss a special case, we use the more common notation of real-valued couplings:
gx ≡ gxY , and gy ≡ gyY , and gz ≡ gzP . The input noises are given by
Q˜thermj (ω) =χ
∗(−ω, ωj ,Γ)bin†j (ω) + χ(ω, ωj ,Γ)binj (ω), (S32)
Y˜in(ω) =χ
∗(−ω,−∆, κ)a†in(ω) + χ(ω,−∆, κ)ain(ω), (S33)
P˜in(ω) =i(χ
∗(−ω,−∆, κ)a†in(ω)− χ(ω,−∆, κ)ain(ω)), (S34)
where Q˜thermj (ω) denotes the mechanical noises X˜
therm(ω), Y˜ therm(ω), Z˜therm(ω).
It is instructive to separate the contributions to the spectra of qˆj(ω) into two categories: one that contains the
terms of a 1D approximation and one that contains additional terms arising in a realistic 3D problem. Specifically,
using Eqs. (S30) and (S31) we can rewrite Eq. (S29) as:
qˆj(ω) = D˜1Dj +
∑
k 6=j
G3Djk (ω)qˆk(ω), (S35)
where D˜1Dj is the displacement noise already present in 1D problems, and G3Djk are new 3D couplings. In the main
text we made the low order approximation qˆk(ω)→ D˜1Dk to allow a simple analysis.
For example, for the special case of 3D coherent scattering discussed in the main text we find (see Sec. S4 for more
details):
G3Djk (ω) =
iµj(ω)
Mj(ω)
[
iη(0)(ω)gjgk + gjk
]
, (S36)
G3Djz (ω) =
iµj(ω)
Mj(ω)
[
−iη(pi/2)(ω)gjgz + gjz
]
, (S37)
G3Dzj (ω) =
iµz(ω)
Mz(ω)
[
iη(pi/2)(ω)gzgj + gjz)
]
, (S38)
where in Eqs. (S36)-(S38) the indices j, k denote x or y.
We now continue with the general analysis. For numerical accuracy, we here give the exact expressions for the
displacements in terms of noises. Specifically, starting from Eqs. (S29)-(S31) we eventually find:
qˆj(ω) = Aj(ω)Y˜in(ω) +Bj(ω)P˜in(ω) + Cj(ω)Xˆ
therm(ω) +Dj(ω)Y˜
therm(ω) +Dj(ω)Z˜
therm(ω), (S39)
where j denotes one of the mechanical motions,
Aj = N(ξjxβxY + ξjyβyY + ξjzβzY ), (S40)
Bj = N(ξjxβxP + ξjyβyP + ξjzβzP ), (S41)
Cj = Nξjxβxx, (S42)
Dj = Nξjyβyy, (S43)
Ej = Nξjzβzz, (S44)
8where βjY = NjJjY , βjP = NjJjP , βjj = Nj , Nj = (1 − JjY JY j − JjPJPj)−1. We have defined the coefficients
ξjj = 1 − 12RklRlk (with l, k 6= j and k 6= l), ξjk = Rjk + RjlRlk(with j 6= k, l 6= k, and l 6= j), and Rjk =
Nj(JjY JY k + JjPJPk + Jjk). The overall normalization is given by N = (1− 12
∑
RklRlk − 13
∑
RklRljRjk)
−1 (with
l 6= k,j 6= k, and l 6= j). The PSDs can be readily obtained from Eq. (S39) using the methods discussed in Sec. S3 A.
D. Self-energy, optical spring, and damping
In this section we obtain the analytical expressions for the self-energy, relevant to the experiments of [S1] that
couple x and y (but not significantly z) . We obtain also the resulting optical spring and damping formulae. We start
from the coupled equations:
xˆ = JxyYˆ + Q˜
therm
x , (S45)
yˆ = JyxYˆ + Q˜
therm
y , (S46)
Yˆ = JY xxˆ+ JY y yˆ + Y˜in. (S47)
We now focus on the x-motion, while the formulare for the y motion can be obtained by formally exchanging x←→ y
in the formulae. Specifically, we solve for xˆ to find:
xˆ = JxY [1− JY yJyY ]−1
(
JY xxˆ+ JY yQ˜
therm
y + Y˜in
)
+ Q˜thermx . (S48)
One can then extract the self-energy Σx, which is given by:
µxΣx ≡ − JxY JY x
1− JY yJyY . (S49)
We note that the numerator is the usual term ∝ g2x which arises already in the 1D analysis, while the denominator
term ∝ g2y is a new effect which arises in the 3D analysis. In particular, considering the expressions for JxY and JY x
we find from Eq. (S49):
Σx ≡ g
2
xη
(0)
1 + g2yµyη
(0)
. (S50)
Finally, we can find the change of the damping, δΓ, and the shift of frequency, δω, using the following expressions [S2]:
δΓj =
Im(Σj(ωj))
ωj
, δωj =
Re(Σj(ωj))
2ωj
, (S51)
where ωj denotes the mechanical frequency.
S4. 3D LEVITATED OPTOMECHANICS IN A CAVITY DRIVEN BY COHERENTLY SCATTERED
TWEEZER LIGHT
We consider the 3D optomechanical system such as the coherent scattering cavity levitation introduced in [S7–S9].
As discussed below, some of the optomechanical coupling terms are of the form igk(aˆ
†− aˆ)(bˆ†k+ bˆk), i.e. the mechanical
motion can couple to the phase quadrature of the light, in addition to the more typical coupling to the amplitude
quadrature, i.e. gk(aˆ
† + aˆ)(bˆ†k + bˆk). Specifically, we will consider the case when the z motion has the former type,
while x and y motions have the latter one.
In addition, for a truly 3D system, one allows also direct couplings between the mechanical modes, i.e. gkk′ qˆkqˆk′ ,
where k, k′ ≡ x, y, z. Direct couplings are not usually considered in optomechanics: although multi-mode systems
are commonly studied (such as multiple vibration modes of membranes) coupling between mechanical modes is not
usually of interest. However for the considered 3D optical levitation this is not only important, but the gkk′ are closely
correlated with the couplings gk. Specifically, we will find gkk′ ∝ gkgk′ , which has important consequences for sensing.
9In particular, in a cavity populated only by scattered light as in the recent 3D set-ups in levitated optomechanics,
we need consider only a single light mode, but three mechanical modes including direct coupling:
Hˆ = Hˆ0 − (aˆ† + aˆ)[gx(bˆ†x + bˆx) + gy(bˆ†y + bˆy)]− i(aˆ† − aˆ)gz(bˆ†z + bˆz)−
∑
k
∑
j 6=k
gjk(bˆ
†
k + bˆk)(bˆ
†
j + bˆj) (S52)
where Hˆ0 = −∆aˆ†aˆ +
∑
k=x,y,z ωk bˆ
†
k bˆk (see Sec. S3 C where we have developed a generic framework to solve such
Hamiltonians within QLT). In order to extract the dynamical parameters, i.e. the frequencies ωk, the optomechanical
couplings gk, and the direct couplings gkj , we must first consider the physical tweezer and cavity potentials (Sec. S4 A),
and then expand to quadratic order around an equilibrium position (Sec. S4 B).
A. 3D coherent scattering Hamiltonian
We consider the hybrid tweezer-cavity experiments introduced in [S7], which employed set-ups very similar to those
in [S8, S9]. A nanoparticle is trapped at the focus of a tweezer field and interacts with light coherently scattered from
the tweezer field into the (undriven) cavity.
The Hamiltonian describing the interaction between the nanoparticle and the combined fields of the tweezer and
cavity is given by:
Hˆ = −α
2
|Eˆcav + Eˆtw|2, (S53)
where Eˆcav (Eˆtw) denotes the cavity (tweezer) field, α = 30Vs
R−1
R+2
is the polarizability of the nanosphere, Vs is the
volume of the nanosphere, 0 is the permittivity of free space, and R is the relative dielectric permittivity.
We assume a coherent Gaussian tweezer field and replace the modes with c-numbers to find:
Eˆtw =
tw
2
1√
1 + ( zzR )
2
e
− xˆ2
w2x e
− yˆ2
w2y eikzˆ+iΦ(zˆ)e−iωtwtey + c.c., (S54)
where Φ(z) = − arctan zzR is the Gouy phase, zR =
piwxwy
λ is the Rayleigh range, wx (wy) are the beam waist along
the x (y) axis, tw =
√
4Ptw
wxwypi0c
is the amplitude of the electric field, c is the speed of light, Ptw is the laser power,
ωtw is the tweezer angular frequency, t is the time, and rˆ = (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) is the position of the nanoparticle. ej are the
unit vectors: ez is aligned with the symmetry axis of the tweezer field and ey is aligned with the polarization of the
tweezer field.
The cavity field is given by:
Eˆcav = ccos(k(x
(c)
0 + xˆ
(c)))ecy
[
aˆ+ aˆ†
]
, (S55)
where c =
√
~ωc
20Vc
is the amplitude at the center of the cavity, Vc is the cavity volume, ωc is the cavity frequency,
aˆ (aˆ† )is the annihilation (creation) operator, x(c)0 is an offset of the cavity coordinate system (centered at a cavity
antinode) with respect to the tweezer coordinate system. The cavity xc-yx plane is rotated by an angle θ with respect
to the tweezer x-y plane:
[
xc
yc
]
=
[
sin(θ) cos(θ)
−cos(θ) sin(θ)
] [
x
y
]
. (S56)
Note that for θ = 0 the tweezer polarization (y-axis) becomes aligned with the cavity symmetry axis (xc-axis). In
particular, we have xˆ(c) = sin(θ)xˆ+ cos(θ)yˆ. Furthermore, we then have the following relation between the cavity and
tweezer unit vectors
ecy = [−excos(θ) + eysin(θ)] . (S57)
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We expand the Hamiltonian in Eq. (S53) exploiting Eqs. (S54), (S55), and (S57) to obtain three terms:
Hˆ = −α
2
|Eˆtw|2 − α
2
|Eˆcav|2 − αsin(θ)
2
(Eˆ†cavEˆtw + EˆcavEˆ
†
tw), (S58)
where the terms on the right hand-side are the tweezer term, the cavity term, and the tweezer-cavity interaction term
(from left to right). The first (tweezer field) term dominates the trapping and primarily sets the three mechanical
frequencies ωx, ωy, and ωz. The second term provides a (typically) small correction to the frequencies and is included
only for numerical precision. The third term, which we will denote as Vˆint, is the most interesting and novel form of
optomechanical interaction. As discussed in [S7, S9], time-dependencies in this term are eliminated through rotating
frame approximations leaving an effective optomechanical Hamiltonian:
Vˆint
~
= −Edcos(φ+ k(xˆ sin θ + yˆ cos θ)
[
aˆe−i(kzˆ+Φ(zˆ)) + aˆ†e+i(kzˆ+Φ(zˆ))
]
, (S59)
where Ed =
αctw sin θ
2~ , φ = kx
(c)
0 represents the effect of the shift between the origin of the cavity and tweezer. The
experiments allow positioning of x
(c)
0 with an accuracy of ∼ 8 nm for λ = 1064nm. In first approximation one can
neglect the Gouy phase Φ. Linearisation of the above Hamiltonian to quadratic order yields the 3D optomechanical
couplings.
B. Quadratic Hamiltonian: unified form
We expand the Hamiltonian in Eq. (S59) around an equilibrium point (x0, y0, z0, α¯)
> by making the substitution
(x, y, z, a)> → (x0, y0, z0, α¯)> + (x, y, z, a)>, where (x, y, z, a)> on the right hand-side denotes small fluctuations.
To a first approximation, x0, y0, z0 represents the origin of the strong tweezer trap; however, as investigated in
[S9], when the cavity is strongly populated, this must be corrected with further small offsets δx0, δy0, δz0. These
emerge naturally from numerical simulations and can also be well estimated through the linearisation analysis. The
mean cavity photon occupancy number n = |α¯|2 may also need to be corrected from the approximate form [S7]
α¯ = −iEd cos(φ)/(i∆ − κ/2) to allow for the fact that φ ' kx(c)0 + δx0 cos θ + δy0 sin θ must include the additional
corrections to x
(c)
0 .
A unique feature of these new levitated set-ups is that the optomechanical coupling can be via the momentum
quadrature. In the calculation in [S7–S9] this affected only the z coordinate. However, we note that if there are
significant offsets in the fields or misalignment of the cavity and tweezer axes, in general, one might wish to consider
both amplitude and momentum couplings to all mechanical modes so here we introduce a unified notation.
It is convenient to introduce the notation Yˆ = aˆ† + aˆ, and Pˆ = i
(
aˆ† − aˆ) for the optical field. We also similarly
use xˆ = xzpf
(
bˆ†x + bˆx
)
, y = yzpf
(
bˆ†y + bˆy
)
, z = zzpf
(
bˆ†z + bˆz
)
, where zero-point fluctuation lengths are given by
xzpf =
√
~
2mωx
, yzpf =
√
~
2mωy
, and zzpf =
√
~
2mωz
, and m is the mass of the levitated nanoparticle.
Redefining xˆ/xzpf → xˆ, yˆ/yzpf → yˆ, and zˆ/zzpf → zˆ we write:
Hˆ
~
= −
[
gxyxˆyˆ + gxzxˆzˆ + gyz yˆzˆ + (gxY xˆ+ gyY yˆ + gzY zˆ)Yˆ + (gxPx+ gyP y + gzP z)Pˆ
]
, (S60)
where we have omitted the harmonic oscillator terms. We can also rewrite the optical quadratures in terms of the
mode operator aˆ:
Hˆ
~
= − [gxyxy + gxzz + gyzyz + (g˜xx+ g˜yy + g˜zz)a† + (g˜∗xx+ g˜∗yy + g˜∗zz)a] , (S61)
where we have introduced the complex-valued couplings g˜j = gjY +igjP (see Sec. S3 C for the resolution of this general
Hamiltonian within 3D QLT). However in the following we opt to use the more conventional notation introduced for
the special case in Eq. (S52) where all the coupling constants are defined as real-valued. Specifically, from Eq. (S59)
we find the following non-zero light-matter couplings:
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gx ≡ gxY =− Edk sin(θ) sin(φ)xzpf, (S62)
gy ≡ gyY =− Edk cos(θ) sin(φ)yzpf, (S63)
gz ≡ gzP =Edk cos(φ)zzpf. (S64)
In addition we also have matter-matter couplings
gxy =− Edk2Y0 sin(θ) cos(θ) cos(φ)xzpfyzpf, (S65)
gxz =− Edk2P0 sin(θ) sin(φ)xzpfzzpf, (S66)
gyz =− Edk2P0 cos(θ) sin(φ)yzpfzzpf. (S67)
The harmonic frequencies are given by
ωj =
√
1
m
(Tj + Cj + T cj ), (S68)
where Tx =
α2tw
w2x
,Ty =
α2tw
w2y
, and Tz =
α2tw
2z2R
are the typically dominant contributions arising from the tweezer trap.
The corrections from the cavity are Cx = 2α
2
ck
2n sin2(θ)cos(2φ) and Cy = 2α
2
ck
2ncos2(θ)cos(2φ), and Cz = 0.
The contributions arising from the coupling between the cavity and tweezer are T cx =
~Ed
w2x
(2 + k2w2xsin
2(θ))Y0cos(φ),
T cy =
~Ed
w2y
(2 + k2w2ycos
2(θ))Y0cos(φ), and T
c
z =
~Ed
z2R
(1 + k2z2R)Y0cos(φ). We remark that corrections from Cj and T
c
j
can in certain cases become important, e.g. when the cavity has a high photon occupancy, potentially even leading
to nanoparticle loss. The cavity-tweezer interaction also changes the cavity detuning from ∆ to ∆ + ∆0, where
∆0 =
α2c
~ cos
2(φ).
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